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MEDIA RELEASE
THE SIDE TABLE TAKING CENTRE STAGE
Named after the popular dancing style where dancer’s movements are intimate
and dynamic, Tango table similarly embraces the users desires and enables multiple
formations. Light and elegant, Tango’s angled leg frame and slender tops define its airy
aesthetic and sense of movement.
“I wanted to create a table that could embrace endless possibilities and work as a companion
piece for any lounge seating elements that require a highly portable and configurable table,”
explains Australian designer, Ivan Woods.“Tango’s geometric aesthetic provides an elegant
arrangement and can be nested together to create layers and impart visual rhythm to the
environment it resides.”

// TANGO’S LIGHTWEIGHT AND COMPACT SIZE MAKES IT EASY TO MOVE AROUND
AND CONFIGURE

A spontaneous, multipurpose table ideal for the home, office, café or retail space,
Tango’s lightweight and compact size makes it easy to move around and configure.
Available in two top sizes and two heights, Tango can operate as single units or pushed
together to form larger surfaces.
These useful little tables are available with an American oak veneer, leather or powder
coated top and are complimented with powder coated legs. By unifying the colour of
the base and top or choosing contrasting finishes, a stand alone table can have a refined
appearance, or a gathering of nested tables creates an interesting composition.

// TANGO, A STYLISH COMPANION PIECE FOR ANY LOUNGE SETTING
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IT TAKES TWO OR MORE TO TANGO
Proudly made in Australia, Tango features a slender 5 mm thin aluminium top coupled with
an 8 mm wire frame base that uses minimal material while retaining strength. Well suited for
social events, assemble a colourful mix and deck them out on your poolside or the porch.
The Tango table top comes in either metal powder coat, hand stitched leather hide or American
oak veneer finished in natural or walnut stain and a selection of colourful washes from the
ColourLab Palette.
The legs of the Tango are finished in a selection of vibrant metal powder coats from the
ColourLab range. Designed for contemporary commercial and living environments, the
ColourLab Palette was developed by Giulio Ridolfo for Schiavello.
// PLANT YOUR TANGO ANYWHERE
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// WELL SUITED FOR THE GREAT OUTDOORS
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about
ivan woods
Schiavello and Ivan Woods have a long history. Our collaborative design process,
which has evolved over many years, has yielded distinctive collections such as Kayt Village,
Bomba sofa and the Toro collection. With a strong architectural sensibility and carefully
considered geometry, Ivan Woods enriches his design’s emotional qualities in the fine
detailing. The combination of individual and robust personalities in his designs has a
unique outcome that has lent his products to a diverse range of scenarios. Woods grew
up in Australia and studied interior architecture in Perth. Designing interiors and products
for over 30 years, Woods has created work for the Langham hotel and Marriot hotel and
on projects internationally spanning the UK, US, Germany and Italy.

SCHIAVELLO
Schiavello is a multi-disciplinary company dedicated to developing intelligent,
inspiring, ecological and resilient solutions for the office, the home and public spaces.
Schiavello’s concepts and products are developed in Australia by applying a design
process that brings together the company’s core design principles and engineering with
the creativity of international designers. Internationally renowned for the design and
manufacture of furniture, the company is also one of Australia’s most respected interior
construction specialists. As a property developer, Schiavello has held a strong passion
for creating world class property and contributing to the future of Australia’s great cities.
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// DESIGNER, IVAN WOODS
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